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Today's Topics 

 Ultrasonics
 Sanitizers
 Personal Hygiene
 Facility Requirements
Waste Disposal



Ultrasonic Overview 

 Sound frequencies
 20,000 – 100,000

cycles per second
 Cavitation

shockwaves 20,000
lbs./ sq. in.

 High temp near
20,000O F -
microscopicallly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ultrasonics as a specialty field/science involves an inaudible spectrum of sound frequencies ranging from about 20,000 cycles per second to 100,000 cycles per second. Lower and higher frequencies are sometimes used for special applications, but in this case I won't dwell on them, we'll handle some of the more common frequencies.What does this ultrasonic do? Does it slush the water through the material?" Well no, it does that too, but that's a by-product. A lot of you have probably heard the word cavitation. Cavitation is kind of easy to say, but it's very difficult to understand. I'll use the old balloon analogy to show you what the cleaning mechanism is. If you could imagine the passage of sound waves through water, or through your solution. It generates orgrows bubbles in the solution. These bubbles grow in size and if you were to blow into a balloon it would reach a point where it would go bang. If you'd take a pin and touch the balloon it would also go bang sooner than it would the other way. With ultrasonics what we do is we grow these bubbles. We grow millions of them and then at the right time we pop these bubbles. When we pop thesebubbles they collapse, the fluid surrounding the bubbles collapse with great force. They create shock waves upwards of 20,000 pounds per square inch. Now you might say that's a lot of pressure, well it is. That's our cleaning mechanism, that's why ultrasonics is such a strong cleaning force. Now there's lots of theselittle balloons that are popping, you might say well the more balloons the better. That's true and I'll hit on that a little later. Now there's another by-product, when this water or fluid rushes in towards the center of this cavity it also generates high temperatures upwards of 20,000 degrees Fahrenheit. Well you might say that's pretty hot but it's microscopic so you don't really see the effect. The only effect you see is that when you have millions of these little collapsing bubbles it raises the fluid temperature and you can actually measure power by measuring the temperature increase.



Factors of Ultrasonic Cleaning 

 Ultrasonic power
 Frequency of the bubble or operation
 The cleaning solution.



Ultrasonic Effectiveness 

 Baseline Foil test
 Periodic Testing



Ultrasonic solutions 

 Surface tensions
 Solubility
 Emulsification
 Rust Inhibition



Ultrasonics Procedures 

 Pre-rinse
 Pre-soak tank
 Degassing
 Loading
 Cleaning Time
 Post-rinse
 Storage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let's go into the ultrasonic cleaning procedure. To effect a good cleaning procedure we have to follow certain steps. These steps should be initiated and all personnel must be trained for this operation. As all other procedures, if you don't train your people they won't do it correctly. There's about five differentminimum steps that we should follow when we're ultrasonically cleaning.Pre rinsing is the first step. Why clean something off, when we can rinse it off before putting it in the cleaner. So if we rinse the parts first we get a large majority of the contamination off. If we use luke warm water the blood comes off pretty easily, the large debris come off, so it makes sense to pre rinse the parts. In fact that's pretty necessary.If there's going to be some time while your waiting access for the ultrasonic cleaner, it might be a good idea to put your instruments into a pre soak tank. This holding tank may contain a disinfectant, like phenolics, or ultrasonic solution. While it's there we're getting some disinfecting, but of course you have to rinse those parts off before you put them in the ultrasonic cleaner so you have another rinsing operation. Otherwise you contaminate your ultrasonic cleaning solution, and of course then we have that problem. Now if the instruments go directly from pre rinsing they can go directly into the ultrasonic cleaner and we have no problem, and that would eliminate the pre soaking operation.



Chlorine 

 Bleach is Sodium Hypochlorite
 Concentration 50 to100 ppm
 Broad spectrum, economical
 Corrosive



Iodophors 

 Iodine compounds
 Broad spectrum
 Residual activity
 Discoloration and hard water problems



Phenolics 

 Compounds containing phenol groups e.g.
Benzylchlorophenol…

 Broad spectrum
 Residual
 Plastic and film buildup problems



Quaternary Ammonia 

 Compounds containing Ammonium Chloride
 Broad Spectrum
 Residual
 Hard water inactivity
 Tuberculocidal



Gloves 

 Powder free
 Problems with Latex
 Vinyl and Nitrile
 Change between tasks,

inspect



Skin prep soap 

 Green soap
 Hibiclens
 Vionox
 Provon



Facility 

 Procedure area surfaces smooth, non-
absorbent, and washable

 Pests, outer openings protected
 Autoclave
One equipment cleaning sink/ establishment
Maintained good repair



Facility 

 One handwash sink per
3 practitioner/ stations



Facility 

 Procedure
lighting…
minimum
100 ft. candles



Facility continued 

Genitalia, buttock, and female breast work
screened from public.

One waste receptacle/ station
 Restrooms…self closing doors
 Smoking, eating, drinking … break room that

is not used for storage or cleaning of
procedure equipment.



Wastes 

 Licensed refuse hauler
 Infectious waste

autoclaved..or..
 Double bagged,

licensed IW hauler
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